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INTRODUCTION

This paper is an addendum to "Iterative tomography: error projection along ellipses and lines" (Woodward, 1986). It includes that material presented at Fallen Leaf Lake in May 1986 on crosshole tomography and finite-aperture-induced artifacts which did not appear in SEP-48. The paper is divided into three parts: first, a Fourier domain examination of backprojection artifacts for the three different inversion schemes described in the previous paper; second, a comparison of artifacts resulting from application of two of the schemes (backprojection along narrow and wide raypaths) to a new, flat-layered model; third, a figure correction.

ARTIFACTS IN THE FOURIER DOMAIN

Figures 1a and 2a are repeated from Figures 1 and 2 in SEP-48, showing, respectively, a crosshole experiment with a central high velocity anomaly and the fifth iteration in an ART inversion of the crosshole traveltimes. The latter corresponds to the first inversion scheme of the previous paper, where slowness errors were backprojected along narrow raypaths. The finite aperture of the experiment and the narrow backprojections of the inversion limited the linkage between the cells, producing x-shaped artifacts and a horizontal smearing of the result in the space domain. The relation between these artifacts and the finite aperture of the experiment is made more clear by comparing the model and the ART solution in the spatial frequency domain. Figures 1b and 2b show the amplitude spectra for the model and the narrow-raypath ART solution as contour plots, with the $k_x$ and $k_z$ axis origins in the centers. Besides losing high frequency content in the $x$-direction—which was to be expected since slowness perturbations were backprojected more or less horizontally—the ART method also produced a notch, or pie-slice-filtering effect along the $k_z = 0$ axis. The presence of this notch is explained by the projection-slice theorem, which states that the one-dimensional Fourier transform of a projection at an angle $\theta$ through an object is a slice at the same angle through the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the object (Bracewell, 1956). (See Figure 3.) Because the crosshole experiment yielded only vertical or
FIG. 1. (a): A crosshole tomography experiment with a central velocity anomaly. (b): The amplitude spectrum of (a).

FIG. 2. (a): The fifth iteration in an ART solution to the tomography problem posed in Figure 1a. (b): The amplitude spectrum of (a).
FIG. 3. Projection-slice theorem.

FIG. 4. (a): Pie-slice-filtered amplitude spectrum of Figure 1b. (b): Two-dimensional Fourier transform of (a).
FIG. 5. (a): The fifth iteration in a modified ART solution to the tomography problem posed in Figure 1a. Slowness errors were backprojected along elliptical regions or narrow raypaths—depending on the absence or presence of interference effects in the first pulse after the first arrival. (b): The amplitude spectrum of (a).

FIG. 6. (a): The fifth iteration in a modified ART solution to the tomography problem posed in Figure 1a. Slowness errors were backprojected along wide raypaths. (b): The amplitude spectrum of (a).
FIG. 7. A flat-layered crosshole tomography experiment.

near vertical projections of the medium slowness, horizontal slices through the two-dimensional transform of the medium slowness function lie in the null space. This point is further illustrated in Figure 4, which shows both the amplitude spectrum of the original model after application of a pie-slice filter similar to that apparent in the ART solution, and its inverse Fourier transform. Pie-slice filtering clearly produces the x-shaped artifacts in the space domain. The effect is more pronounced here than in Figure 2b because the filter was more sharply truncated; raybending in the real experiment smoothed the filter's edges.

The second inversion scheme described in the previous paper is represented by Figure 5a, repeated from Figure 5 in SEP-48. It shows the fifth iteration in a modified ART solution of the problem, where slowness errors were backprojected along either elliptical regions or narrow raypaths—depending on the absence or presence of interference effects in the first pulse after the first arrival. X-shaped artifacts are absent from this figure because the method constrained the solution with information distinct from first break traveltimes, filling the null space with additional information and increasing the linkage between cells. This relation is apparent in Figure 5b, which illustrates the amplitude spectrum corresponding to Figure 5a. While high frequencies in the z-direction remain lost, the notch along the $k_z = 0$ axis has been filled in.

Figure 6a is repeated from Figure 7 in SEP-48, corresponding to the third inversion scheme described in that paper. It again shows the fifth iteration in an ART inversion of Figure 1a's experiment, modified this time to backproject slowness errors along wide raypaths. Figure 6b shows the amplitude spectrum corresponding to this solution. By smoothing in a direction perpendicular to the raypaths, the method low-pass filtered sharp truncations in the frequency domain;
FIG. 8. (a): The fifth iteration in an ART solution (backprojection along narrow raypaths) to the problem posed in Figure 7. (b). The fifth iteration in a modified ART solution (backprojection along wide raypaths) to the same problem.

FIG. 9. The elliptical region affecting the first pulse of a reflected wave, adapted from Hagedoorn (1954).
the notch of Figure 2b has been filled in at the expense of high frequencies in both the z and z directions—with a loss of resolution in the space domain.

LAYERED MODEL

In SEP-48 the three modified ART schemes were applied to a single experimental model—the central velocity anomaly case of Figure 1a. The basic ART scheme and the scheme modified to backproject slowness corrections along wide raypaths were also subsequently applied to the flat-layered model of Figure 7. Figures 8a and 8b show the fifth iterations in those inversion schemes, where errors were backprojected along narrow and wide (120 m) raypaths, respectively. Clearly, backprojection along wide raypaths yields a flatter and less artifact-laden solution.

FIGURE CORRECTION

Figure 6a in SEP-48 is in error. It has been corrected in Figure 6.
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